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I.

Introduction

Respondent Thomas Edmund Connors engaged in undisclosed outside business activities
while registered with Prime Capital Services, Inc. (“Prime Capital” or “Firm”). Without Prime
Capital’s knowledge, Connors charged customers a fee for opening their managed advisory
accounts in addition to the fees they paid under their agreements with the Firm’s advisory
affiliate. He also charged customers a tax preparation fee without notifying his Firm, and he sold
insurance products for insurance companies that were not on Prime Capital’s approved list.
Connors’ undisclosed outside business activities violated FINRA Rules 3270 and 2010.
The Department of Enforcement filed a three-cause Complaint on December 11, 2014.
Connors filed an Answer and Affirmative Defenses on January 29, 2015. A hearing was held on
October 13-15, 2015, in Woodbridge, New Jersey.
Each cause alleges that Connors failed to disclose an outside business activity and
accordingly violated FINRA Rules 3270 and 2010. The first cause alleges that from October

2011 to May 2012 Connors charged 47 customers $399 each for opening accounts with him
through Prime Capital’s affiliated investment advisor, Asset & Financial Planning, Ltd. (“AFP”).
Connors’ fee was in addition to the standard advisory fees that clients agreed to pay AFP.
According to the Complaint, Connors received approximately $18,000 from this undisclosed
activity.1
Cause two alleges that from January 2012 to June 2012 Connors earned approximately
$10,000 by directly charging 32 customers tax preparation fees ranging from $150 to $500.2
Cause three alleges that from May 2011 to May 2012 Connors secretly sold insurance
products of insurance companies that Prime Capital and its parent company had not approved.
According to the Complaint, Connors earned approximately $18,000 in commissions from the
undisclosed sale of insurance policies to clients during this period.3
In his Answer, Connors denies that he violated FINRA Rule 3270. He claims that the
services he provided were not outside the scope of his relationship with Prime Capital, and in
any case the Firm had notice of and approved his services because they were expressly permitted
under his written employment agreement with the Firm’s parent company, Gilman Ciocia, Inc.
(“Gilman”).4 Connors also raises a jurisdictional defense. He argues that even assuming he
engaged in the activities alleged, they constitute only a breach of the terms of his employment
agreement with Gilman and Prime Capital, and therefore his misconduct is beyond FINRA’s
regulatory reach.5
II.

Findings of Fact
A.

Respondent’s Background

Connors first became registered with a FINRA member firm in 1982. He was registered
with Prime Capital from 1993 to July 2012, as a General Securities Representative and General
Securities Principal. He was also registered with the Firm’s advisory affiliate, AFP, beginning in
February 2011.6 Connors managed Prime Capital’s branch office in Toms River, New Jersey, an
Office of Supervisory Jurisdiction.7 Connors has been registered with another FINRA member
firm since September 2012.8 He earned an MBA in finance in 1993, and became a Certified
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Senior Advisor and Certified Financial Planner in 2005 and 2010, respectively. In 2012, Connors
was working towards becoming a Chartered Financial Analyst.9
On July 19, 2012, Prime Capital filed a Uniform Termination Notice for Securities
Industry Registration (“Form U5”) terminating Connors’ registration with the Firm. In the Form
U5, Prime Capital disclosed that through an internal review it had determined that Connors had
engaged in undisclosed outside business activities relating to his investment advisory, tax
preparation, and insurance services.10
B.

Connors’ Relationship with Prime Capital

Most of Prime Capital’s registered representatives were independent contractors, but
some registered representatives, including Connors, had employment relationships with the Firm
through Gilman. These persons agreed to work for Gilman and its affiliated companies,11 and
accordingly entered into employment contracts with Gilman.12
Connors signed an “Employment Agreement” with Gilman on April 10, 2000, seven
years after registering with Prime Capital. Gilman’s primary business was tax preparation and
financial planning.13 Gilman wholly owned Prime Capital, AFP, and its insurance affiliate, Prime
Financial Services, Inc. (“Prime Financial”). Gilman and each of the affiliates’ headquarters
were located in the same offices in Poughkeepsie, New York.14 Gilman agreed to employ
Connors as a registered representative with Prime Capital. Pursuant to the employment
agreement, Gilman also agreed to acquire the assets of Connors’ financial services business
called Lighthouse Financial Services in exchange for cash and Gilman stock.15
Unlike independent contractors, employees of Gilman had to conduct all of their business
through Gilman and the affiliated entities.16 Connors’ employment arrangement with Gilman and
Prime Capital was renewed annually. Beginning each calendar year, he signed a “Tax Preparer
and Accountant Employment Agreement” (“Tax Preparer Agreement”) with Gilman, Prime
Capital, Prime Financial, and AFP.17 There were no separate or additional employment
agreements between Connors and Prime Capital.18 Relevant to this case are the Tax Preparer
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Agreements that Connors, Gilman, and each of the affiliates executed on January 10, 2011, and
January 10, 2012, which in substantive part do not differ from each other or from prior
agreements.
The Tax Preparer Agreements obligated Connors to serve the affiliates “exclusively,
faithfully, and to the best of [his] abilities and [required that he] devote [his] full working time
and efforts to the performance of [his] duties.” They also prohibited Connors from circumventing
affiliates’ client relationships by “either directly or indirectly [] knowingly do work for, serve,
solicit, or advertise for, any client” of the affiliates.19
Connors was compensated by Gilman regardless of whether the commissions and fees he
earned were derived from securities transactions or his advisory, tax, and insurance services.
Under his employment arrangement with Gilman, he received a payout of 47 percent from the
revenue he brought to the affiliate companies.20 Gilman paid his branch office overhead,
including rent, staff salaries, and all employee benefits.21 This payout rate was higher than most
other Gilman and Prime Capital employees with a similar contractual arrangement because
Connors was a large producer.22
C.

The Investigation That Led to This Disciplinary Proceeding

Prime Capital began an investigation into Connors’ activities after Michael Doherty,
Connors’ immediate supervisor and the Firm’s Vice President for Branch Office Development,
discovered a photocopy of a customer’s check made payable to Connors during a routine office
inspection on June 19, 2012.23 According to Doherty, the check “immediately raised a red
flag.”24 At approximately the same time, Connors, or someone in his branch office, inadvertently
forwarded a photocopy of a letter Connors sent to a customer instructing the customer to make a
$399 check directly payable to him. Connors’ letter was included in a package of customer
correspondence and application forms for an advisory account the Toms River branch office sent
to AFP’s Poughkeepsie headquarters.25
Led by Marshall Baron, the Firm’s Chief Compliance Officer, Prime Capital initiated an
investigation into Connors’ activities. On June 20, 2012, the day after Doherty discovered a
photocopy of the check among Connors’ customer files, Baron, Doherty, and Glenn McBride,
the Firm’s Director of Supervision and former Chief Compliance Officer, conducted an
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unannounced examination of the Toms River branch office. During the on-site examination, the
Firm determined that Connors had received checks for $399, which he described as a “one-time
set up fee” to new customers opening advisory accounts. The Firm then asked Connors to
produce copies of his personal tax returns and bank records, which led to the Firm uncovering
more outside activities.26
As a result of the audit, the Firm determined that Connors had engaged in “multiple
irregularities in all three areas”—investment advisory, tax preparation, and insurance services.27
On June 27, 2012, Prime Capital formally suspended Connors and instructed him not to have
contact with any customers.28 On July 11, 2012, Gilman formally terminated Connors’
relationship with Gilman and the affiliate companies.29
After the Firm filed a Form U5 on July 19, 2012, based on Prime Capital’s findings,
FINRA initiated an investigation into Connors’ possible misconduct.30 On August 2, 2012,
FINRA’s Department of Enforcement sent Prime Capital its first request for the documents and
information that led to the Firm’s decision to terminate Connors.31 Enforcement also requested
and received information and documents from Connors.32
D.

Prime Capital’s Written Supervisory Procedures

Prime Capital maintained written supervisory procedures that required its employees to
disclose outside business activities in writing and to obtain the Firm’s approval before engaging
in such activity. The procedures provided examples of activities that employees must report to
the Firm. Relevant to this proceeding are:
●

acting as an independent contractor to an outside party

●

receiving compensation or having the reasonable expectation of compensation
from any other person as a result of a business activity outside the scope of
employment or other relationship with [Prime Capital]33

Each year, Connors signed Prime Capital’s “Annual RR/IAR Certification” form in
which he attested that he understood that he was prohibited from accepting “any check made out
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to me personally” for “securities transactions or financial services.”34 He also acknowledged that
he would “fully comply with the disclosure requirements of [FINRA Rule 3270].” Further,
Connors acknowledged, “I may not engage in any OBA [outside business activity] without first
securing written permission from [Prime Capital] to do so. I acknowledge that if [Prime Capital]
does not approve an activity, that [sic] I may not engage in it. I will not engage in any OBA
absent such written approval.”35
In November 2011, Prime Capital conducted an annual examination of the Toms River
branch office. The examination included a questionnaire that asked Connors, among other things,
what outside business activities, if any, he was engaged in and whether he had disclosed them to
Prime Capital. Connors did not disclose to the Firm that clients were paying him directly for his
investment advisory, tax preparation, and insurance services.36
E.

Connors’ Outside Business Activities

We discuss below each of Connors’ three outside business activities—investment
advisor, tax preparation, and insurance.
1.

Connors’ Investment Advisory Fees

After receiving copies of Connors’ correspondence in June 2012 directing a customer to
pay him $399 for the investment advisor service, the Firm learned that Connors had been paid
the same amount by 46 other clients. Connors received a total of $18,753 from the 47 investment
advisory clients.
This was not the first time that the Firm had learned that Connors had asked customers
for a separate fee for investment advisor services. In December 2011, Connors inadvertently
included a copy of a letter to customer JR that Connors submitted to AFP as part of the
customer’s account application. The letter instructed JR to pay a fee of $399 directly to Connors.
The fee, Connors explained to JR in the letter, was “for the one-time set up fee of the new
managed accounts.”37
In 2011, McBride was Prime Capital’s Chief Compliance Officer. He called Connors for
an explanation of the $399 fee he had requested from customer JR.38 Connors had not sought
permission from McBride before deciding to charge customers the $399 fee.39 Connors told
34
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McBride that the fee was “for all the planning work he did for the client to this point,” and he
had just started charging the fee. McBride told Connors that a fee for preparing a financial plan
could be charged if it were disclosed to the customer, but payment had to be made to AFP, the
advisory affiliate.40 According to Baron, McBride also told Connors that it was “completely
improper” to charge a client a fee for opening an account. Baron also testified that such a fee
would have to be approved by the Firm, and paid to AFP, not Connors.41 According to Baron,
McBride thought Connors would follow his instructions because they were clear and explicit. As
a result, McBride did not follow up with Connors.42
Connors ignored McBride’s directive. In June 2012, Connors inadvertently sent AFP a
photocopy of another letter to a customer asking for payment of his $399 fee to open a managed
account. As a result of its investigation of Connors’ activities, Prime Capital found other
correspondence from Connors to new investment advisor clients.
For example, in a form he sent to customer CB, and signed by the customer on
December 12, 2011, Connors described the $399 charge as a “one-time set up fee.”43 In a
February 7, 2012 letter to customers NM and MM, a married couple, Connors enclosed
paperwork for them to complete and submit to open a managed account. He instructed the couple
to send him a check for $399 payable to him for the “one-time set up fee.”44 In another form,
Connors described the $399 fee as a “one-time fee [that] is separate and distinct from the AFP
[management fee] platform.”45 Each of the 47 customers who opened a managed account with
AFP also opened corresponding accounts with Prime Capital.46 Each customer also signed
Connors’ form charging $399 for the “one-time set up fee.”47 The customers were also obligated
to pay a management fee for advisory accounts, ranging from a low of 1.125 percent for assets
exceeding $5 million to a high of two percent for assets below $1 million.48 Under the terms of
his employment agreement, Connors was entitled to receive 47 percent of the management fees
his clients paid AFP.
Connors does not dispute that he charged customers $399 and that they paid him directly.
In a handwritten letter to Baron dated June 27, 2012, the day the Firm suspended him, Connors
explained why he believed he was entitled to the money. He wrote that “over the past years,” he
had developed a “binary” investment model that tells him if his customers should invest in
40
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certain Fidelity Select Funds or “sit in cash.” Over the previous nine months, according to
Connors, he had performed “extensive research, on my own without any monetary
reimbursement from [Prime Capital], to modify my model where I can use [it] to help clients
manage their growth portion of their portfolio.” He added that “[t]his one time, per family fee is
compensation for my additional time, education, additional monies spent & intellectual
property.”49
Two months later, in a written submission to FINRA in response to a Rule 8210 request
for information, Connors elaborated on why he was entitled to the fee. He wrote that he “never
collected improper [investment advisory] fees from customers” because the $399 fee they “paid
were for services associated with [his] role as a certified financial planner; services that were
rendered with the sole motive of increasing the worth of my customers’ portfolios and achieving
their goals as investors.”50 He charged the fee “as compensation for the additional time,
education and fiscal expense” he incurred in creating his model.51
Connors claimed that he never intended to hide the $399 fee from Prime Capital because
he kept customers’ signed consent forms in their files at the branch and therefore they were
available for anyone to see. Connors noted that, even though he had placed documents
evidencing the $399 fee in customer files, Prime Capital’s compliance department conducted an
audit of his branch in November 2011 and found no irregularities.52
At the hearing, Connors acknowledged that he ignored McBride’s December 2011
directive. He claimed that he had “the right to charge for financial planning and investment
modeling fees” because he was a certified financial planner.53 Connors testified that he told
McBride he “respectfully disagreed with him” because, as a certified financial planner, “it was
only fair for me to be compensated for my additional time.”54 Accordingly, Connors continued to
accept checks for $399 from new investment advisory clients.
2.

Connors Charges Customers Tax Preparation Fees

Connors was permitted to provide tax preparation and consulting services for Gilman
clients while he was registered with Prime Capital. Gilman paid Connors 30 percent of the fees it
collected from clients for Connors’ tax services.55 During its investigation of Connors’ $399
advisory account fee, Prime Capital discovered that Connors was providing tax services for
certain clients and was being paid directly by them. It found that Connors collected a minimum
49
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of $10,035 from 32 tax preparation customers from January to June 2012.56 Connors never
sought the Firm’s approval for the personal tax work. Connors acknowledged that had he
disclosed the fees he earned from the outside tax business to Prime Capital and Gilman, he
would have been entitled to keep only 30 percent of what customers paid him.57
Connors sent tax customers invoices generated by TaxWise, a commercial tax software
program used by Gilman. In instances when Connors received payments directly from
customers, he usually discounted his fees in the TaxWise system for his tax preparation work
before printing an invoice for the customer. He later altered the records in TaxWise to falsely
show that he had not charged the customer for his work. As a result, if a Gilman or Prime Capital
supervisor reviewed a customer’s invoice in TaxWise, it appeared that Connors charged the
customer nothing when in fact he had.58 Connors admitted that he went into the TaxWise system
and altered the invoices to show that they were fully discounted.59 Connors did not tell Prime
Capital that he was “zeroing” out the tax invoices and receiving payments from customers.60
For example, based on the work Connors performed for customer EC, TaxWise generated
a $447 invoice for completing various state and federal tax schedules for 2011. Connors
discounted $247 and invoiced EC $200. He wrote on the invoice that EC should make her check
payable to Connors. EC wrote Connors a check for $200, dated April 10, 2012.61
In another instance, Connors did not discount his tax work. He sent customer DM an
invoice generated by TaxWise for $252 for completing her 2011 state and federal returns, with
the instruction “pls make check payable to Thomas E. Connors.” DM sent Connors a check
payable to Gilman instead, dated April 14, 2012; Connors wrote his name over Gilman’s and
deposited the check in his personal account.62
Years earlier, Gilman had instructed Connors that he could not perform tax work outside
of his arrangement with Gilman. In December 2000, shortly after signing his employment
agreement with Gilman, Connors asked for permission to perform tax preparation work for
elderly persons residing in nursing homes. Gilman denied his request in writing, telling him that
such activity would “constitute a breach” of his employment agreement. It reminded him that
under his employment agreement he had to “devote [his] full working time and efforts to
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working with and developing clients” for Gilman.63 Connors admitted at the hearing that he
ignored the instructions Gilman gave him in December 2000.64
In a written response to a request for information pursuant to FINRA Rule 8210, Connors
stated that, “for the last ten years,” he prepared tax returns for “my family, close friends and
select clients, who paid me directly for the service.” He said he never hid these services from
Prime Capital because his practice was to place copies of customer checks in their files, which
the Firm audited annually.65 He added that documents reflecting his tax work were also located
in Prime Capital’s computer system. As a consequence, he “was under the impression for 10
years that charging my customers directly for tax preparation work was permitted by [Prime
Capital].”66 At the hearing, Connors testified that he felt entitled to keep fees for a portion of his
tax services because he worked overtime during tax season.67
At the hearing, Connors admitted that in 2012 he accepted approximately $10,000 from
32 customers for tax preparation services that he did not disclose to Prime Capital.68
3.

Connors Sold Insurance Policies that Were Not Approved by Prime
Capital and the Affiliates

Prime Capital and Gilman allowed Connors to sell insurance products only through the
insurance affiliate, Prime Financial. Connors’ 2000 Employment Agreement with Gilman
specifically instructed him to engage in insurance services through companies Gilman had
approved:
Employee shall submit all business on life/health/disability insurance, and on
annuities, for which he renders services through [Gilman’s] corporate license, or
through other licensed insurance agents of [Gilman] designated by [Gilman] from
time to time in writing. . . . Employee shall not submit any insurance business to
an insurance company, directly or indirectly, that [Gilman] has not approved and
been licensed with.69
Connors does not dispute that he made secret arrangements to sell the products of other
insurance carriers. In August 2012, he told FINRA that “for the last 10 years” he had sold
63
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customer insurance products provided by insurance companies that were not authorized by Prime
Capital and the affiliates. (Contrary to what he told FINRA, Connors testified that he had
engaged in the outside insurance activity for as many as four years before the activity was
detected by the Firm in 2012.70)
He explained to FINRA: “Since selling insurance is within the scope of the activities in
which I am permitted to engage under various licenses, and is within the scope of my
relationship with [Prime Capital], I did not think that this was an outside business activity that
required a disclosure.”71 He claimed that the insurance group at Prime Financial “has been below
par for a long time with respect to the products it offers and its level of customer service.”72 At
the hearing, Connors testified that the insurance department was not up to his “standards” and
had high personnel turnover.73 He acknowledged that he could have complained to his
supervisors and even the President of the Firm and Prime Financial but he did not.74 Connors
testified that one of the reasons he engaged in the unapproved and undisclosed insurance
business was so he could earn extra money.75
Connors reported his commissions from the unapproved insurance companies on his
2010 and 2011 federal tax returns. On the Schedule C (“Profit or Loss From Business (Sole
Proprietorship)”) for 2010 and 2011, he reported that he had an “Insurance” business, separate
from the earnings he received from Gilman and reported on a Form W-2. On his federal tax
return for 2010, Connors reported gross receipts from insurance commissions of $89,018; on his
2011 federal tax return, he reported gross receipts from insurance commissions of $34,380.76
Connors testified that he considered this money income from his sole proprietorship.77
Connors acknowledged that he did not share the commissions he received from
unapproved insurance companies with Gilman or Prime Financial. Under his arrangement with
Gilman, Connors was paid 47 percent of the total commissions Prime Financial received.78
From May 2011 to May 2012, Connors received $17,696 in commissions from the sale of
insurance products through unapproved carriers.79
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III.

Conclusions of Law

FINRA Rule 3270 prohibits registered persons from being an employee, independent
contractor, sole proprietor, officer, director, or partner of another person or from being
compensated or having the reasonable expectation of compensation from any other person as a
result of any business activity outside the scope of the relationship with their member firm,
unless they have provided prior written notice to the member, in the form specified by the
member. The purpose of the Rule “is to ensure that firms receive prompt notification of all
outside business activities of their associated persons so that the member’s objections, if any, to
such activities could be raised at a meaningful time and so that appropriate supervision could be
exercised as necessary under applicable law.”80 A registered representative must “disclose
outside business activities at the time when steps are taken to commence a business activity
unrelated to his relationship with his firm.”81 The sweep of the Rule is intentionally broad,
requiring registered persons “to report any kind of business activity engaged in away from their
firms,”82 not only business activities related to securities.83 A violation of FINRA Rule 3270
constitutes conduct inconsistent with just and equitable principles of trade and therefore violates
FINRA Rule 2010.84
The outside business activity rule has been described as a “prophylactic rule designed to
assure that an employee engages in conduct consistent with his duties to his employer and its
clients.”85 When registered persons engage in business outside the scope of their relationships
with their firm, without notice to the firm, they deprive the public of the protection afforded by
the oversight and supervision provided by their firm.86
Connors contends that he did not violate FINRA Rule 3270. His argument is
disingenuous. First, he claims that his activities were within the scope of his employment
80
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agreement with Prime Capital and Gilman because he was authorized to provide advisory, tax,
and insurance services to customers.87 Connors argues that if he is liable for anything, it is
limited to breaching his employment contract with Gilman, Prime Capital, and the affiliates by
performing advisory, tax, and insurance work outside the scope of the agreement. Because
Gilman, AFP, and Prime Financial are not FINRA member firms, Connors insists, FINRA has no
jurisdiction to regulate Connors’ advisory, tax, and insurance work.88 This latter argument would
undermine the purpose of FINRA’s outside business activity rule because a business activity
outside the scope of an associated person’s relationship with a member firm typically involves
activities with a non-registered entity or person.
In any event, Connors’ undisclosed outside business activities were not with Gilman,
AFP, and Prime Capital. They were with the individual clients whom he charged for the advisory
and tax services. With respect to the insurance-related activities he engaged in, Connors’
undisclosed outside business activities were with the insurance companies his employer had not
placed on its list of approved companies and from whom he received commissions directly. In
his 2010 and 2011 federal tax returns, Connors acknowledged that his income from his
undisclosed insurance activities was a sole proprietorship,89 which is one of the outside business
activities specifically identified by FINRA Rule 3270 that must be disclosed.
Connors cites two FINRA Office of Hearing Officers decisions in support of his defense
that an associated person’s breach of contractual obligations does not constitute a violation of
Rule 3270.90 The Hearing Panel finds that these cases are inapposite to the facts present here.
In Department of Enforcement v. Somerindyke, the hearing panel dismissed a charge that
respondents violated NASD Rule 3030 by engaging in outside business activities without notice
to their firm.91 The respondents disclosed in writing their involvement in the operations of a
marketing company they formed. Their employer firm permitted them to maintain “passive
participation” but not involvement in the daily operations of the company. Despite the
restrictions imposed by the firm, respondents continued to be actively, rather than passively,
engaged in the company.92 The hearing panel concluded that the Somerindyke respondents met
the requirement of Rule 3030 by providing written notice that they were engaged in outside
business activities outside the scope of their employment with the firm even though they
exceeded the restrictions the firm imposed.93
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Connors’ Pre-Hearing Brief, at 3-5.
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Id. at 9.
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CX-4, at 4-5.
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Connors’ Pre-Hearing Brief, at 6-8.
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Dep’t of Enforcement v. Somerindyke, No. 2009020081301, 2012 FINRA Discip. LEXIS 69 (OHO Dec. 17,
2012).
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Connors misunderstands the purpose of FINRA’s outside business activity rule. Unlike
Connors, the respondents in Somerindyke gave their firm written notice of their outside activities,
as Rule 3030 requires, thereby providing the firm with the opportunity to regulate those
activities. Also unlike Connors, the Somerindyke respondents did not deprive their firm of funds
it was due from the outside business activities.
Connors also cites an older case, Department of Enforcement v. Sahai,94 for a similar
proposition: violating a contractual restriction or internal policy of a firm does not constitute a
violation of the outside business activity rule.95 In Sahai, the respondent provided written
disclosure that he was engaged in an outside insurance business beyond the scope of his
employment with his firm. Enforcement alleged in its complaint that Sahai violated Rule 3030
because he did not submit to his firm for approval his outside business letterhead, fax form, and
business card.96 The hearing panel dismissed this charge because the respondent had given notice
of the outside business in the form the firm required. If he used an unapproved letterhead, fax
form, and business card, the hearing panel reasoned, that does not constitute a violation of the
outside business activity rule.97 Again, unlike Connors, Sahai gave his firm proper written notice
of the nature of his outside activities, providing his firm with the opportunity to supervise the
activity.
Based on the foregoing, the Hearing Panel finds that Connors engaged in outside business
activities. He charged 47 advisory customers a “one-time set up fee” when they opened their
accounts. He did so even after being admonished by his supervisor that he could not charge such
fees. He also charged 32 customers for his services in preparing their tax returns. And he was
paid commissions for selling insurance products for insurance companies that his Firm did not
approve.
In each instance, Connors failed to provide Prime Capital written notice of these activities
for which he received compensation. Accordingly, the Hearing Panel concludes that Connors
violated FINRA Rule 3270, which also constitutes a violation of FINRA Rule 2010.
IV.

Sanctions

FINRA’s Sanction Guidelines provide that when the outside business activities do not
involve aggravating conduct, the panel should consider a suspension of up to 30 business days.
When the outside business activities involve aggravating conduct, the panel should consider a
suspension of up to one year. In egregious cases, including those involving a substantial volume
94

Dep’t of Enforcement v. Sahai, No. C9B020032, 2003 NASD Discip. LEXIS 29 (OHO June 23, 2003), aff’d and
modified on other grounds, Rooney A. Sahai, Exchange Act Release No. 51549, 2005 SEC LEXIS 864 (Apr. 15,
2005), 2006 NASD Discip. LEXIS 2 (NAC Mar. 2, 2006), Rooney A. Sahai, Exchange Act Release No. 55046, 2007
SEC LEXIS 13 (Jan. 5, 2007).
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of activity or significant injury to customers, a longer suspension or a bar is appropriate.98 The
Guidelines also recommend a fine of $2,500 to $73,000 and state that the panel may also order
disgorgement.99
The principal considerations in determining sanctions for undisclosed outside business
activities relevant to this matter include (i) whether the outside activity involved customers of the
firm; (ii) the duration of the outside activity, the number of customers, and the dollar volume of
sales; (iii) whether the respondent’s marketing and sale of the product or service could have
created the impression that the employer had approved the product or service; and (iv) whether
the respondent misled his employer member firm about the existence of the outside activity or
otherwise concealed the activity from the firm.100
In addition, the relevant generally applicable Principal Considerations in Determining
Sanctions include whether Connors (i) accepted responsibility for and acknowledged the
misconduct prior to intervention by his Firm or regulator; (ii) engaged in numerous acts and a
pattern of misconduct; (iii) engaged in the misconduct over an extended period of time; (iv)
attempted to conceal his misconduct or to lull into inactivity, mislead, deceive, or intimidate his
Firm; (v) caused injury, directly or indirectly, to others, including his Firm and the investing
public; (vi) acted intentionally or negligently; and (vii) was motivated by the potential for
monetary or other gain.101
Because of the presence of multiple aggravating factors, the Panel finds that Connors’
misconduct is egregious and calls for substantial sanctions. Connors’ outside business activities
involved Prime Capital’s customers. All 47 advisory clients of AFP were also Prime Capital
customers, and some of the tax customers, Connors admitted, also were Firm customers.
Connors engaged in a pattern of misconduct that was intended to line his pockets at the expense
of his employer. He effectively misappropriated money that should have been received by
Gilman and shared with Prime Capital and the affiliates.
The Complaint alleges that Connors’ misconduct extended for about a year, from May
2011 to June 2012. Connors admitted in writing to FINRA and at the hearing that he had
engaged in unapproved and undisclosed private tax preparation and insurance services for many
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FINRA Sanction Guidelines (“Guidelines”) at 13 (2015), http://www.finra.org/sanction-guidelines.
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Guidelines at 13. The Panel does not order disgorgement because Connors made restitution to Gilman when he
bought back his financial services business from Gilman, in August 2012. The purchase price included an
adjustment for the money Gilman claimed he owed. RX-21. He also separately disgorged to AFP $18,354 in fees he
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at 2; Tr. 81, 220. The Panel does not find that Connors’ restitution is mitigating because Connors made payment
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Consideration in Determining Sanctions No. 4).
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years. The Hearing Panel has taken this into account in determining appropriate sanctions to
impose on Connors.102
Connors misled Prime Capital by failing to disclose his outside business activities. As
alleged in the Complaint, Connors earned approximately $46,000 from his misconduct. But
evidence presented at the hearing showed that Connors made considerably more money. His tax
records show that in 2011 Connors made $34,380 from undisclosed insurance commissions.
Additionally, Connors does not dispute that he earned $89,018 in insurance commissions in
2010, which predates the relevant period in this case. The Hearing Panel finds aggravating that
Connors tampered with the tax system software to hide from his employer that he had privately
invoiced customers for tax preparation services. He also ignored his Firm’s clear instructions to
cease charging customers $399 for opening advisory accounts. The Hearing Panel also finds
aggravating that Connors accepted checks directly from customers. Each of these acts was
designed to conceal his outside business activities from his Firm.
Connors also misled the customers whom he charged for services into assuming that his
employer had approved them. Connors’ letter to new advisory customers asking $399 for the
one-time set up fee was written on Gilman letterhead, which also identified Prime Capital as a
FINRA member firm through which securities were offered.103 Connors also generated his tax
invoices on a Gilman form.104
The Panel finds that Connors acted intentionally and that he was solely motivated by the
prospect of monetary gain. Prime Capital’s President testified that when she informed Connors
that he was being terminated, Connors protested that he was entitled to the money he earned
from his undisclosed activities because the value of the Gilman stock he was paid in 2000 in
exchange for his financial services business had declined.105
Finally, Connors did not accept responsibility for his misconduct. At the hearing, he
admitted that he engaged in the activities alleged and received money directly from customers,
but said he was entitled to the money. He denied that his misconduct constituted a violation of

102

Evidence of misconduct that is not alleged in a complaint, but is similar to the misconduct charged in a
complaint, is admissible to determine sanctions. See Sears, 2008 SEC LEXIS 1521, at *22 n.33 (in an unauthorized
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FINRA Rule 3270.106 Connors claimed his misconduct at most constituted a breach of his
contract with Prime Capital and Gilman.
When fashioning appropriate sanctions, the Guidelines instruct adjudicators to also
consider whether the employer disciplined the respondent before regulatory detection.107 Prime
Capital terminated Connors before FINRA learned of his misconduct. The Hearing Panel finds
that Connors’ termination by Prime Capital is a mitigating factor in determining sanctions.108
The Panel also considers that the termination had no long-term effect. Connors registered with
another firm in September 2012, within two months of his termination by Prime Capital, and is
currently registered. His termination does not overcome the Panel’s concern that Connors’
egregious misconduct warrants severe sanctions.
After weighing each of the principal considerations in determining sanctions, the Panel
finds that Connors’ outside business activities involved egregious misconduct. Aside from the
fact that he was terminated by Prime Capital, the Panel finds no mitigating circumstances
warranting reduced sanctions. Accordingly, the Panel suspends Connors in all capacities from
associating with a FINRA member firm for 14 months. The Panel also determines that a fine that
falls in the middle of the recommended range of $2,500 to $73,000 is appropriate and therefore
imposes a fine of $40,000.109
V.

Order

Respondent Thomas Edmund Connors is suspended from associating with any member
firm in any capacity for 14 months for engaging in undisclosed outside business activities, in
violation of FINRA Rules 3270 and 2010. He is also fined $40,000. Connors is ordered to pay
the costs of the hearing in the amount of $6,093.04, which includes a $750 administrative fee.
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Tr. 600 (“I violated my employment agreement with Gilman.”). When asked if his admission that he breached his
employment agreement with Gilman was an acknowledgment that he also violated Rule 3270, Connors said, “No.”
Tr. 602.
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John M.E. Saad, Exchange Act Release No. 76118, 2015 SEC LEXIS 4176, at *18-19 (Oct. 8, 2015), appeal
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We considered and rejected without discussion all other arguments by the parties.
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If this decision becomes FINRA’s final disciplinary action, the suspension shall become
effective with the opening of business on Monday, March 7, 2016. The fine and assessed costs
shall be due on a date set by FINRA, but not less than 30 days after this decision becomes
FINRA’s final disciplinary action in this proceeding.

__________________________
Michael J. Dixon
Hearing Officer
For the Hearing Panel
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